
‘A’ IS FOR …

AESARA OF LUCANIA 

She was an ancient philosopher and forerunner of moral psychology who 

flourished sometime between three hundred and one hundred Before the Common 

Era (BCE). Historians of philosophy classify Aesara of Lucania among the Late 

Pythagoreans (425 BCE and possibly as late as circa 100 CE), along with Phintys 

of Sparta and Perictione I (Waithe and Harper, 1987). 

MORALIZED TIME LINE: 

Lucania was the site of a Greek colony geographically situated on the Italic 

peninsula south of what is now Naples. Today, Greek ruins are preserved in the 

area which included Poiseidonia-Paestum.  

According to curatorial notes for the relevant exhibit in the Museo Archeologico 

Nazionale Di Paestum (Museo, 2019): 
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In the 5th century BC[E] the Greeks of Poseidonia made use of Italic 

mercenaries from the inland mountainous region of ancient Lucania…. 

In the 4th Century BC[E] the Italic peoples managed to take over the Greek 

city and become the ruling class there. Poseidonia-Paestum thus became a 

Greco-Lucanian city in which Greek-colonial culture mixed with indigenous 

culture.  

Worship of the goddess Hera was prevalent in the region during the Lucanian 

Supremacy. Hera was the deity who was “…supposed to provide protection for 

youths during the transition from adolescence to adulthood when they could use 

weapons….” Beliefs and customs surrounding burial and mourning were adopted 

by the Greek-Lucanians from the surrounding Italic people. Famously, The Tomb 

of the Diver, 5th Century BCE, may have depicted a representation of the passage 

from life to death.  

The mind of Aesara would likely have been shaped within the context of such 

religious and cultural beliefs enduring in the Greek-Lucanian colony.  

CONSCIENCE RELEVANT WORKS: 

In the fragment left to us of her book On Human Nature, Aesara is said to present 

“… a familiar and intuitive natural law theory.” (Waithe and Harper, 1987).    

Natural law theories, whether classical or modern, in the sense used by historians 

of philosophy, are prescriptive and not descriptive as we think of the scientific laws 

of nature. Rather, natural laws are embedded in our nature. They apply universally. 

They issue into rules of conduct, commands, permissions or prohibitions, and 

general statements assigning rights or obligations. Their essential feature is that 

they do not depend for validity upon the will of any legislator. While their origins 

in classical forms have often been attributed to divine creation (as opposed to 

divine legislation) there are modern forms of natural law theory that make no 

religious assumptions. (Mautner, 1996; Buckle, 1994).  

Aesara’s remarkable anticipation of moral psychology intersects at many points 

with current conscience theory, the latter theory, however, maintaining 

circumspection on the subject of just how one attempts to justify bridging the gap 

between ascertained facts about specifically moral aspects of human nature and 

making recommendations for nurturing a set of intrinsic values aligned with just 

those facts. 

CONSCIENCE STAGES:

On the basis of assignment to the goddess Hera to protect adolescents and 

emerging adults, one may speculate that Aesara would share with her 

contemporaries some sense of human development that included some sensitive or 
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even critical periods, but the surviving fragment of her book does not inform us 

further that she identified particular stages of conscience an individual would 

traverse. On the other hand, Aesara both distinguishes and connects three realms of 

moral engagement susceptible of moral philosophical/psychological reflection:      

• Individual or private morality

• The moral basis of the institution of the family

• The moral foundations of social institutions (Waithe and Harper, 1987).

However, it is her prescience about the domains of more than the stages of moral 

developmental psychology that warrants her inclusion in an encyclopedia of 

conscience. 

CONSCIENCE DOMAINS [INTRINSIC VALUES]: 

As represented in the conceptual framework provided by Aesara, all the conscience 

domains and their intrinsic values are drawn into a meaningful and organic whole; 

yet she signals recognition that the domains, while interdependent, are also 

irreducible to one another and that, in favorable circumstances, they advance more 

of less synchronously in development. The following excerpts from On Human 

Nature drawn from Waithe and Harper’s chapter will demonstrate these points: 

Human nature seems to me to provide a standard of law and justice both for 

the home and for the city. By following the tracks within himself whoever 

seeks will make a discovery: law is in him and justice, which is the orderly 

arrangement of the soul. Being threefold, it is organized in accordance with 

triple functions: that which effects judgement and thoughtfulness is [the 

mind], that which effects strength and ability is [high spirit], and that which 

effects love and kindliness is desire…. 

… [These parts are] formed in accordance with the completion and 

organization and fitting together of the entire composite whole. Not only is 

the soul composed  of several dissimilar parts, these being fashioned in 

conformity with the whole and complete, but in addition these are not 

arranged haphazardly and at random but in accordance with rational 

attention. (p. 20) 

Explicit in Aesara’s fragment are capacities embedded in moral nature enlarged via 

nurturance from a secure base: “Mind is able to fit these things together to itself, 

becoming lovely through systematic education and virtue….” (p. 21) 

Her notion of the tripartite soul also readily aligns with “principle of appropriate 

proportion” she enunciates. By this principle, the privilege of one aspect of soul 

over another depends upon ‘the task at hand’. However, no one aspect is to be 

considered superior to another., thereby achieving a balance of power among 

cognitive-valuational, emotional, and volitional modal functions: “[W]hen each 

one is arranged in accordance with the suitable proportion, this sort of arrangement 
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I assert to be justice….”  (p. 21).                                                                                                                                        

In current conscience theory, allowance is made for the contours of an individual’s 

conscience to show more salience from one domain than from others. Hence one 

person’s conscience may seem to shaped more by moralized attachment while 

another’s by moral emotional responsiveness and still another’s by moral volition.  

 

CONCEPTUALIZATION/IMAGERY OF CONSCIENCE [MORAL MEANING MAKING]:                                                                                                                 

A process of discernment yields an awareness of the essential aspects of the 

tripartite soul which engages in each of these moral realms. In transliterated Greek 

these psychological aspects are: nous, thumos, and apsos organa chai or epithumia. 

Nous is translated “MIND” more specifically: judgment and thoughtfulness.                         

The intrinsic value embedded in the domain conceptualization of conscience is 

moral meaning making. This notion readily aligns with Aesara’s “principle of 

appropriate proportion” in which the privilege of one aspect of the tripartite soul 

over another depends upon ‘the task at hand’. (pp. 25-26)                                                                                           

Let us consider how might the other psychological aspects, also translated into 

English, be aligned with the remaining domains of conscience.   

                                                                                                                                                                     

MORALIZED ATTACHMENT [CONNECTEDNESS]: In Aesara’s conceptual framework 

revealed in her fragment, connectedness appears to be implicit and tacit but an 

essential assumption. However, we have more speculation than information about 

her notion of the ambit of conscience, that is: who, in lived experience,                                                                                                                                                 

is entitled to be considered a moral stakeholder in developmental expansions upon 

security-empathy-oughtness links formed early in childhood. 

 

MORAL EMOTIONAL RESPONSIVENESS [BALANCE—HARMONY—EQUANIMITY]: 

Apsos organa chai, literally “organs of the sense”, is used analogically for 

epithumia which is rendered as: “desire, love and kindliness.”  In Aesara’s 

fragment, moral emotional responsiveness and moral emotional regulatory skill-

building towards harmonia may receive less emphasis than it does in some of the 

tracts from other late Pythagoreans, (notably Perictione I to whom is attributed On 

the Harmony of Women) but in her use of the phrase coupling “unanimity and 

friendship and justice” (p.21) the intrinsic value is still successfully conveyed.  

                                                                                                                            

MORAL VALUATION [WORTH]: Nous subsuming the functions of moral reasoning 

and moral judgement would again be relevant here. The TRIANGLE OF VALUATION in 

the current theory of conscience consists of developmentally shifting attributions 

to, derivations from, and contents regarding: authority, peers and self. This division 

finds some common ground with Aesara’s triune moral philosophy connecting 

individual, family and polis.  
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MORAL VOLITION [FREEDOM-RESPONSIBILITY]: Thumos is translated “high spirit” 

more specifically: strength and ability or perhaps efficacy. However, this domain of 

conscience can hardly be considered apart from the domain of moralized 

attachment.  As previously mentioned, although not presented as an invariant 

developmental hierarchy, it is nonetheless readily apparent that, within Aesara’s 

conceptual framework of the realms of moral engagement, there are overlapping 

trajectories from autonomy to self-regulation and self-efficacy which may be 

competently honed by skill-building into accountable agency within the ambit of 

family and thence into social advocacy, gendered constraints permitting. Although 

Aesara’s book fragment does not reveal it, she might have been aware of the need 

for moral dilemma resolution when values or virtues associated with one aspect of 

the tripartite soul conflicted with one another: that is, in right-versus-right 

scenarios. This would certainly have called for courageous applications of will 

informed by moral imaginative effort. 

                                                                                                                                                           

IMAGES OF AESARA, public domain, courtesy of WIKIPEDIA. 
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